Abstract-Sequential networks contain combinational logic blocks separated by registers. Application of combinational logic minimization techniques to the separate logic blocks results in improvement that is restricted by the placement of the registers; information about logical dependencies between blocks separated by registers is not utilized. Temporarily moving all the registers to the periphery of a network provides the combinational logic minimization tools with a global view of the logic. We propose a technique for optimizing a sequential network by moving the registers to the boundary of the network using an extension of retiming [SI, 191, resynthesizing the combinational logic between the registers using existing logic minimization techniques, and replacing the registers throughout the network using retiming algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
VER THE past decade, combinational logic optimization 0 has attained a significant level of maturity. The problems and approaches in combinational logic synthesis are well understood: almost fully for the two-level logic case (e.g., [2] ), and to a lesser extent in the multilevel logic case (e.g., [l], [3]). In comparison, sequential synthesis is just beginning to be recognized as a problem domain in its own right. Most existing efforts in sequential synthesis can be classified into three categories. The first approach is to consider the portions of combinational logic between register boundaries and use combinational logic optimization techniques on these separate blocks. However, this is restrictive inasmuch as it does not permit the interactions between gates separated by register boundaries to be examined in the optimization process. The second approach ([8] , [9] ) involves moving registers across portions of combinational logic in order to minimize the cycle time or the number of registers used. This procedure, termed retiming, does not change any of the combinational logic blocks. Thus it does not consider further optimizations that could have been obtained with that option. The third approach considers sequential circuits as implementations of finite state machine (FSM) descriptions. Operations on state transition graphs (STG's) and results from automata theory have been used to optimize implementations of STG's. One drawback with this approach is that all manipulations and optimizations are attempted at the STG level and it is not clear how these are reflected in the final gatelevel implementations of the machine. Researchers have proposed different cost criteria such as the number of edges and the number of states in the STG as metrics for operations at the STG Manuscript received January I , 1990 . This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant EMC-8419744 and by DARPA under Grant N00039-C-87-0182. This paper was recommended by Guest Editor A. Sangiovanni-Vincentelli.
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level [6] , [7] . Unfortunately, none of these is a consistent reflection of the gate-level complexity. A second limitation of this approach is that since it operates on the STG, it is necessary that the STG be available. This is not a problem if the circuit was synthesized from a high-level description and this description is retained. However, given a sequential circuit, extracting the STG is a formidable task (in the worst case it is exponential in the number of state bits, or equivalently, in the number of latches). The inability to extract the STG within a reasonable amount of computing time may make this approach inapplicable.
In this paper we describe a new approach towards optimizing sequential circuits. As in [8] , [9] we assume a synchronous implementation with edge-triggered registers (equivalently known as D-flip-flops). We characterize the subnetwork in the sequential network for which the registers can effectively be ignored and the subnetwork be considered as a combinational block. This permits existing combinational logic optimization techniques to be used on this block. This approach is more powerful than the first of the approaches stated previously, since it examines interactions between portions of logic separated by registers. As a result, the optimization process makes full use of dependencies between gates. Converting this subnetwork to a combinational logic block can be viewed as a retiming process in which all the registers have been pushed to the periphery of the subnetwork. However, our technique is more powerful than conventional retiming in that we permit negative registers to be pushed to the periphery. This is equivalent to temporarily "borrowing" registers from the environment, and is a legitimate operation as long as these registers are "returned" to the environment at the end of the optimization process. This additional allowance is more powerful since it permits a larger portion of the logic to be viewed as a single block than was permitted by conventional register movements and retiming. Next, this combinational logic block may be resynthesized according to a specified cost function. This could be minimizing the area, the delay or meeting a particular area/delay tradeoff. Finally, the registers may be redistributed in this combinational block. We guarantee that there will be some legal redistribution of the registers even with the negative registers; i.e., we will be able to return the registers that were borrowed from the environment. The redistribution can be done while satisfying constraints such as minimizing the number of registers subject to a specified cycle time (if these constraints are satisfiable) by using the algorithms described in [8] . Since the optimization algorithms work directly on the gate-level netlist, they use the gatelevel complexity as their cost function. As a result, the circuit quality can only improve, unlike algorithms that work on STG's.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section I1 gives the theoretical formulation and results on which our O278-0O7O/91/0100-0074$0l .OO I=) 1991 IEEE approach is based. In Section 111 we consider the application of this formulation to the problem of optimizing sequential circuits. Next, in Section IV we present results obtained on several classes of sequential circuits. Finally, we conclude with a summary of the contributions made by this work.
THEORETICAL FORMULATION
We model a sequential circuit by a directed acyclic graph called a communication graph' where each vertex U represents either a) an input/output pin, b) a combinational logic block
The vertices in the graph are connected by directed edges. We place the restriction that each input pin has no incoming edges and exactly one outgoing edge, and that an output pin has no outgoing edges and exactly one incoming edge. An internal edge connects vertex U to vertex v if both U and v represent combinational logic blocks, and the logic represented by v explicitly depends on the value computed at U. A peripheral edge connects either an input pin to the logic block that uses that input or connects a logic block that computes the value of an output to the corresponding output pin. Each edge e has a corresponding weight w ( e ) representing the number of registers between the two vertices it connects. The registers are edgetriggered D-flip-flops. An example of a communication graph is shown in Fig. 1 . We use the terms circuit, network, and graph interchangeably whenever there is no ambiguity.
A path between two vertices U ' and u2 in the graph is a sequence of edges from uI to v2. The weight of a path is the sum of the weights of all the edges along the path. In Fig. I , the path from input i , to output ol has weight 2, while the path from input i2 to o, has weight 3.
Retiming: An Overview
Retiming is an operation on a communication graph whereby registers are moved across logic blocks in order to minimize the clock cycle or the number of registers while maintaining the behavior of the circuit. Retiming algorithms were first proposed by Leiserson et al. [8] , [ 9 ] . The movement of registers can be quantified by an integer L ( U ) (called the lag of U ) for each vertex v , which represents the number of registers that are to be moved in the circuit from each out-edge of vertex z' to each of its in-edges. 
L 0 where e is the edge from vertex U to vertex U .
The edge weights of the retimed circuit, w r ( e ) = w ( e ) + L ( U ) -L ( u ) , must be non-negative for all edges e , representing a non-negative number of registers connecting the two logic blocks. A legal retiming has been proven [9] to generate a circuit that is functionally equivalent to the original circuit. The circuit shown in Fig. 1 can be retimed by assigning a lag of -I to vertex c ( L ( c ) = -1 ) and a lag of 0 to all other vertices. The resulting retimed circuit is shown in Fig. 2 . Note that for any legal retiming the path weights from the inputs to the outputs are unchanged. 
Extensions to Retiming
The retiming operation can be extended by introducing the concept of a "negative" register, that is, an edge weight in the graph that is negative. We permit negative edge weights on peripheral edges only. Allowing a negative edge weight n on a peripheral edge is equivalent to "borrowing" n registers from the environment. The registers may be "returned" by a subsequent retiming step whereby n registers are forced to each edge with weight -n. The observation that the peripheral edge weights can temporarily take on negative values allows retiming operations and subsequent optimizations that would otherwise not be possible. An example circuit is shown in Fig. 3 (a) (in schematic drawings, combinational logic blocks are represented by conventional gate symbols or circles, and registers by rectangles). If a lag of -1 is assigned to the gate 82, the edge between input e and gate 82 would have weight -I , as Fig. 3(b) . This is equivalent to borrowing a register at input e , which is indicated by the label -1 on the register at input e. During subsequent combinational resynthesis, the redundant connection from U to g l allows the removal of gate g I (Fig. 3(c) ). Finally the circuit is retimed with L ( g 2 ) = 1 . This returns the register borrowed at input e resulting in the circuit shown in Fig. 3(d) . This smaller implementation could not be obtained without allowing the edge weight to temporarily take on a negative value.
We define in addition to legal retiming, a specific type of retiming that exploits the negative concept while pushing the registers to the boundaries of a network. A peripheral retiming moves all registers to the peripheral edges, leaving a purely combinational logic block between two sets of registers. For example, by assigning a lag of 1 to vertex Fig. 2 , we obtain the circuit in Fig. 4 , which is a peripheral retiming of both the circuit in Fig. 1 and that in Fig. 2 . Note that the definition of a peripheral retiming permits negative edge weights on the peripheral edges, which corresponds to the negative register concept presented at the beginning of this section. Permitting negative registers on peripheral edges is a legitimate operation as shown by the following theorem.
Theorem I: A circuit that undergoes a peripheral retiming and a subsequent legal retiming is equivalent to the original circuit.
Proof: See the Appendix. U
Conditions f o r Peripheral Retiming
Not all circuit structures permit a peripheral retiming: the circuit in Fig. 5 has no peripheral retiming because the register cannot be pushed to the output or to the input without leaving one of the internal edges with a nonzero weight. For example, if the register is moved toward output 02, a weight of -1 is forced on the edge between vertices a and d ; if this negative weight is pushed toward the inputs, a weight of 1 remains on the edge between vertices a and c. Regardless of how the register is moved, a nonzero weight will result on one of the internal edges between vertices a or b and c or d.
It is important to characterize circuit structures that allow peripheral retiming since for these circuits we can apply combinational optimization techniques on their entire combinational logic block. For this purpose we define the path weight matrix of a network. In addition, we define the satisfiability condition on the path weight matrix, which is intimately related to the existence of a peripheral retiming.
Since the communication graph is acyclic, only acyclic circuits can have satisfiable path weight matrices. Optimization of sequential circuits with a cyclic structure is described in Section 111.
Finally, we state the relationship between a satisfiable path weight matrix and the existence of peripheral retiming.
Theorem 2: A sequential network has a peripheral retiming if and only if its path weight matrix is satisfiable.
Proof: See the Appendix.
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Note the signficance of this result: it gives a complete characterization of the class of sequential circuits for which all the registers can be pushed to the periphery allowing resynthesis on the combinational block.
A peripheral retiming involves finding a set of a's and 0's that satisfy the path weight matrix, and moving the registers accordingly. The path weight matrix contains information about the number of registers between each input and each output. a, and ( 3, are the number of registers that appear at the i th input and the j t h output edge, respectively, in the peripherally retimed circuit. A matrix that is satisfiable has no -entries, and has at least one set of a,s and 0,s such that a, + 0, = Wi,. For the circuit in Fig. I . the path weight matrix is as follows:
and can be satisfied by choosing, for example, a I = I , a? = 2, 0, = I , resulting in the circuit shown in Fig. 4 .
Note that the path weight matrix for the circuit in Fig. 5 , which had no peripheral retiming, is as follows:
and it is easily checked that no a t , 0, exist by applying the conditions necessary to satisfy the matrix. This yields
Subtracting ( I ) from ( 2 ) :
Subtracting (3) from (4) yields
The contradiction implies that the path weight matrix is not satisfiable.
Computing the path weight matrix and finding a satisfying assignment of a,'s and 0,'s for that matrix can be done in time
, where e is the number of edges, and n , m , the number of inputs and outputs, respectively, in the communication graph. The path weight matrix is computed by doing a depth-first traversal of the graph. At each node, an array of integers is stored representing the number of latches between that node and each of the primary outputs. When a node is reached during the traversal, the array entries for that node are computed by simply duplicating the entries from its fan-out nodes.
If there is an entry that differs between two fan-out nodes, the corresponding entry for the current node is -; this will result in a matrix that cannot be satisfied and the computation is aborted.
Note that a path weight matrix will be either unsatisfiable or have an infinte number of solutions (e.g., given a particular solution, another valid solution can be obtained by adding integer j to the a's and subtracting j from the 0's). Any solution can be used to obtain a peripheral retiming. For simplicity, we choose a I = 0. This choice forces PI = W , , , which in turn forces a, = W,, -0,. Each entry in the matrix is then checked to ensure that a , + p, = W,,; if a violation occurs, the matrix is not satisfiable and no peripheral retiming exists for the circuit. The arbitrary selection a , = 0 may not be the only assignment necessary to compute a complete set of a's and p's.
The circuit may have subcircuits which are disjoint, leading to a corresponding disjoint matrix with many * entries. I n this case, an arbitrary assignment to an a or a must be made for each disjoint submatrix.
. 4 . Legal Resynthesis Operutions
Permitting negative registers on the peripheral edges is a legitimate operation as long as the resynthesized circuit has a legal retiming. This leads us to ask the following question: can we guarantee that the resynthesized circuit always has a legal retiming? To examine this further we need to define a synchronous communication graph '. 191. 'This is related to the definition of il hynchronous circuit presented in Dejnition 5: A synchronous communication graph is one in which each path between an input pin and an output pin has a non-negative path weight.
The following theorem precisely states the conditions under which a legal retiming exists. 
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Note that since the initial communication graph had no negative edges (it represents a real circuit), it is synchronous. Peripheral retiming preserves the synchronous property since retiming does not change the path weight between an input and an output pin. However, resynthesis can change the communication graph, and hence, it may destroy the synchronous property.
Let us see how this can happen. Let GI be the communication graph before resynthesis and G, be the graph after resynthesis. If there was a path between input i and output j in GI and there is a path between them in G 2 , then the path weight for this path in G, is a, + (3,. This is the same as the path weight W,, in G I .
Since GI was synchronous, this path weight is non-negative. Now consider the case in which no path existed in G I between input i and output j and resynthesis creates a path. The path weight for this path in G, is a, + 6,. Since a, and 0, may be negative and G I did not force a non-negativity constraint on a, + P, (since no path existed between input i and output j ), it is possible that a, + 0, may be negative, thus destroying the synchronous property. Note that output j does not actually depend on input i ; however, resynthesis created a pseudodependency between the two.
An example is shown in Fig. 6(a) . This circuit has a peripheral retiming shown in Fig. 6(b) . Resynthesis discovers that the three-input OR gate g,, can be replaced by a two-input OR gate g, (Fig. 6(c) ). The communication graph for this circuit is not synchronous since there exists a path of negative weight ( -1 ) between input a and output out1 . By Theorem 3 we know that this circuit has no legal retiming.
Thus resynthesis must ensure that it does not introduce a pseudodependency with a negative path weight; this is the only condition that the resynthesis must satisfy. This condition can be checked easily after resynthesis and the resynthesis rejected if this does happen.
OPTIMIZING SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS
We now focus our attention on applying the techniques discussed in this paper to general sequential circuits. For those circuits that can be peripherally retimed, the entire interior logic block can be optimized and the registers replaced in the circuit. In this section, we concentrate on those that cannot initially be peripherally retimed.
As is illustrated by the circuit in Fig. 7(a) , an acyclic circuit may not have a satisfiable path weight matrix. and thus no peripheral retiming exists. In this case, satisfiable subcircuits (subcircuits whose path weight matrices are satisfiable) are identified and created by breaking the appropriate nets. Each subcircuit is optimized separately, and the subcircuits are then reconnected. Consider the circuit in Fig. 7(a) . Breaking net x yields the subcircuit shown in Fig. 7(b) . x-out represents additional outputs of the subcircuit. and x-in represents additional inputs. This subcircuit is satisfiable and the results of Section 
I1
can be directly applied. Finally, a circuit equivalent to the original circuit can be optimized by reconnecting the net x. Alternately, net y can be broken and the corresponding subcircuit, Fig. 7 (c) similarly optimized. Note that the optimization of subcircuits (b) and (c) can lead to very different results.
In the case of sequential circuits that have cycles in them, we first need to make them acyclic. Therefore, the first step is to choose a set of nets to cut such that all cycles are broken. However, this may not be sufficient: the resulting acyclic circuit may still have a path weight matrix that is not satisfiable. For example, breaking net z of the circuit in Fig. 8 will break the cycle, but as in Fig. 7(a) , net x or net y still must be broken to make the path weight matrix satisfiable. In most cases, there will be several choices of where to make cuts in the logic to create a satisfiable path weight matrix. While it is not known a priori which cut will yield the best results after optimization, it is simple enough to provide an interactive We now look at an example of a sequential circuit that has a cyclic structure. Fig. 9(a) shows a gate-level schematic of a FSM implementation. This circuit is optimal with respect to conventional logic minimization of the combinational logic between the registers. There are no redundant gates or connections. We break the cycles by cutting the nets p l and p 2 . This results in pseudo-inputs p I-in and p2-in and pseudo-outputs pl-out and p2-out in the circuit. The circuit is then redrawn with the signal flow unidirectional (Fig. 9(b) ). A peripheral retiming of this circuit is shown in Fig. s (~) .
An optimization of the combinational block simplifies the logic part by observing that the output of the NOR gate may be replaced by the constant value 1 without changing the functionality of the circuit. This simplified circuit is shown in Fig. 9(d) . The circuit is retimed with a legal retiming (Fig. 9(e) ). The feedback connections are made and the final circuit is shown in Fig. 9(f) . This circuit has three fewer gates than the initial circuit; this represents a significant gain.
Summary of the Algorithm
Given any sequential circuit, we can optimize it by identifying and creating subcircuits whose path matrices are satisfiable, pushing the registers to the boundaries of the subcircuits, resynthesizing the logic blocks, applying a legal retiming, and reconnecting any nets that may have been broken to create the subcircuits.
The algorithm is summarized as follows. 1) Choose a set of nets to cut such that all cycles are broken.
2) Formulate the path weight matrix for the circuit. If necessary, identify satisfiable subcircuits and cut additional nets to create these subcircuits.
3) Compute a, and 0, for 1 I i I m , 1 I j I n . 4) Place a, registers after each input i and 0, registers before 5) Resynthesize the interior combinational logic block using 6) Formulate the path weight matrix for the retimed circuit.
7)
If the path weight matrix has no negative entries, find a legal retiming for the circuit according to a cost criterion (minimize clock cycle, minimize state), else reject the resynthesis and go to step 5. 
Relationship to State Assignment
It is of interest to determine the relationship of these optimization techniques to state assignment for FSM's. We were interested in examining the following questions for a given FSM: given a circuit implementation with some state assignment, is it possible to obtain any equivalent implementation with any other state assignment using only retiming and resynthesis?
We were able to prove the following result in this direction.
Theorem 4: Given a machine implementation M , corresponding to a state transition graph G, with a state assignment SI, it is always possible to derive a machine M2 corresponding to the same state transition graph G, and a state assignment S, by applying only a series of resynthesis and retiming operations on M I .
Proofi See the Appendix.
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The above result does not include the possibility of modifying the STG. However, this may be only a limitation of our proof technique rather than that of the optimization technique.
Computing Equivalent States Across Optimizations
The migration of registers raises concern about the starting state of FSM's in the minds of circuit designers and testers. The question that needs to be answered here is as follows: given the starting state of the initial circuit, how do we determine the starting state of the circuit obtained by applying retiming and resynthesis techniques on the original circuit? This is contained in the more general problem of determining a state in the final circuit that is equivalent to a known state in the initial circuit. In [I61 a procedure is provided that handles this problem for retimed circuits. Since combinational resynthesis does not migrate any registers or change the function of the input gate of a register, there is no change in the state information in this step. Thus using the procedure outlined in [ 161 at each retiming step is sufficient to tackle this problem. Related to this is the issue of initialization sequences. Typically, the design of a state machine is accompanied by the determination of an initialization sequence, i.e., a sequence of input vectors that is guaranteed to bring the machine to some known state (referred to as the starting state) independent of the state it is currently in. Thus the machine may start in any possible state when it is powered on and going through the initialization sequence brings it to the known starting state. The initialization sequence may be as simple as a single input on a reset line. Reference [I61 describes how the initialization sequence for a retimed circuit is determined given the initialization sequence for the initial circuit. By an argument similar to that given for determining equivalent states, this procedure is applicable when both retiming and resynthesis are used.
We would like to point out that in general it is possible that we may be able to find a state equivalent to the starting state in a retimed circuit. After retiming. some or all of the registers could possibly have been replaced with wires. The only values that these wires can have are those that are consistent with the logical structure of the combinational network (i.e., no value that is part of the satisfiability don't care set for the combinational network). If the initial state is inconsistent with this then it will not be possible to find an equivalent state in the retimed circuit. For example. let us consider a network which has an A N D gate whose output signal feeds two registers RI and R2. Also, the outputs of these registers are primary outputs of this network. Consider the state ( R 1 = I , R2 = 0). If we retime this circuit to move registers to the inputs of this gate then we can never obtain a state in this new circuit that is equivalent to ( R I = I , R2 = 0 ) in the original circuit. Note that we never specified how the state ( R I = I , R2 = 0 ) was reached for this circuit. The only way it could have happened was if there was some implicit reset circuitry. However, if all the logic associated with the reset circuitry is made explicit then it can be shown that this problem can never occur. The overhead associated with making this circuitry explicit is only needed to guarantee that we will always be able to find an equivalent state after retiming. Thus the reset circuitry needs to be put in only after the algorithm given in [ 161 determines that no equivalent state exists in the retimed circuit.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we describe the results of an implementation of the ideas presented in this paper towards area optimization of sequential circuits. (These ideas have been used successfully for performance optimization; these results have been reported in a separate paper [ 111 .) Unlike combinational logic circuits, there are no accepted sequential circuit benchmarks that are used to evaluate logic optimization algorithms. Therefore, our choices were limited in selecting the examples for our experiments. The examples we used came from the three different sources; we describe separately our experiences with each of these.
MCNC FSM Benchmarks
The first class of sequential circuits that we looked at were circuits generated from the MCNC FSM benchmarks [IO] .
These benchmarks are state transition tables. Circuit implementations for these were obtained by the following procedure. First state assignment was done using the program NOVA [I71 to give a two-level circuit. This was first minimized by a two-level minimizer, ESPRESSO [ 2 ] and then followed by a multilevel minimization using MISII [3] . An interactive environment was provided that enabled the generation of acyclic satisfiable circuits. Retiming and resynthesis techniques were used in several of these for each example. Surprisingly, for all the circuits there was either no area improvement or too little to be of any significance. It is instructive to examine why this is so. The following observation enables us to understand this better. The circuits for the FSM's were constructed from two-level descriptions. It is common in two-level circuits for the primary inputs to fan out to a large number of gates (each primary input variable is used in a large number of product terms). Even when multilevel optimization is used on the two-level circuits the high fan-out property of the primary inputs is retained. Since register outputs are primary inputs to the combinational logic, they share this high fan-out property. For the benchmark FSM circuits, the average number of fan outs for register outputs is 9 as compared to 2 for the internal nodes. When the registers are moved to the periphery, their input nodes have high fan out (see Fig. 10 ). We now examine the implications of this on the optimization techniques included in MISII.
MISII has two main phases of optimizations: circuit restructuring and node simplification. We shall look at both of these separately.
The circuit restructuring phase of MISII operates by collapsing low fan-out nodes into their fan-out nodes and then restruc- turing these large resulting nodes using the algebraic techniques of cube and kernel extraction. Note that since the register input nodes have high fan out in the peripherally retimed circuits, these nodes form a high fan-out cutset of this network. This effectively restricts the restructuring to each side of the original register boundaries. However, this restructuring had already been exploited, and therefore, nothing is gained by migrating the registers. Completely collapsing the circuit, and thereby removing the barrier to restructuring, is computationally too expensive.
The node simplification phase of MISII constructs the satisfiability don't care set and simplifies each node using two-level minimization with this don't care set. Typically this don't care set is large and a filter is used that extracts only part of this don't care set for a node [13] . This is determined by looking at the topology of the network. For the topology that we are working with, a network where the original register inputs form a cutset, the filtering would restrict the don't cares for a node to be generated only from other nodes that are on the same side of the cutset. Again this has already been exploited and nothing new is obtained from migrating the registers. We then disabled the filter and used the complete satisfiability don't care set. However, this did not improve any of the results. This was partially to be expected since the filter has been designed so that the quality of the results are almost as good as what can be obtained with the entire satisfiability don't care set. Finally, we included node simplification using a subset of the observability don't cares for a node [14] . We believe these don't cares are very useful in this case since the observability of the nodes in subcircuit C,(see Fig. IO ) is changed by adding subcircuit Cz and thus additional simplification is possible.3 However, the observed improvement was negligible. There are two possible reasons for this. First, only a subset of the observability don't cares are being used. This may not be sufficient. Second, the depth of the sequential part of these circuits is small (an average of 5 for the benchmark FSM circuits). It has been observed that observability don't cares are more useful in deeper circuits as compared to shallower ones. This may explain why they do not contribute significantly to the simplification process in this case.
In conclusion, for the FSM circuits, the lack of improvement may be explained by the limitations of the combinational optimization techniques used. By considering logical relationships across latch boundaries we are giving the combinational optimization tools additional information that they can exploit.
'The nodes in C, were initially observable at the latches (for the combinational part). These observation points have been removed now.
However, the existing tools are not powerful enough to exploit this additional information. Current research in combinational logic optimization techniques (e.g., [ 121) holds some promise in terms of discovering more powerful techniques that do circuit restructuring without collapsing and algebraic factoring.
Pipelined Circuits
The next set of circuits we examined were pipelined data paths obtained from a speech recognition chip [IS] . These gave us some insight as to when there is inherently no potential for further improvement and thus no use in expending any further effort. Fig. 1 l(a) shows one of these. Here the function MAX ( a + b, c ) is performed over two cycles, with the addition being done in the first stage and the selection of the maximum done in the second stage. We did not obtain any area improvement for any of these circuits. Let us examine the reasons for this for the circuit in Fig. 1 l(a) . Fig. 1 l(b) shows the same circuit with a peripheral retiming. Note that if c = 0, then the output of this circuit is a + b. Thus even though the output of the adder is not explicitly observable for this circuit, it is implicit/y observable since it can be passed on to the output of the circuit by setting c to be 0. Thus no additional observability don't cares are generated by the cascade of the two logic blocks. We also note that the implicit observability of the adder forces the adder Size: Total number of factored-form literals for the circuit. Regs: Number of registers in the circuit.
[ 5 ] even with existing combinational tools. This bears further investigation' IO-map to be a Boolean function as opposed to a Boolean relation [4] , i.e., no two outputs of the adder are equivalent as far as the MAX logic block is concerned. Thus there is no flexibility in changing the logic function of the adder block. It has been our experience that implicit observability is a general char-V. CONCLUSIONS acteristic of data path circuits and this property does not make We have presented an approach towards optimizing sequenthem amenable to further area optimization using retiming and tial circuits by considering the subcircuits for which all registers resynthesis techniques.
can be effectively ignored. This permits existing combinational Finally, we experimented with some circuits that we genertechniques to be used on these subcircuits. We have presented ated ourselves. In each case, we designed a two-stage pipeline a complete characterization of these subcircuits in as much as with a register bank separating two combinational networks ( C, these are maximal, i.e., no larger subcircuits exists, containing and C 2 ) . The first of these (adder-comp) is a circuit similar to these, that can be simplified using combinational techniques. In one introduced in 141. Here C, is an adder and C, compares the addition we guarantee a legal retiming at the end of combination result of the first stage with a constant value to give a I-b result.
resynthesis. The concept of "borrowing" latches from the enThe other circuits have been generated by selecting C , and C2 vironment is an important one, for it extends the class of cirfrom the MCNC combinational benchmark set. The results for cuits that we can optimize by this technique. these circuits are shown in Table I . We observe that in each of Surprisingly, the application of these techniques for area opthese cases the ability to simplify the two circuits together retimization to some example circuits did not yield any significant sults in significant reduction of logic. (In each case MIS11 with gain. However, further analysis exposed two facts: 1) existing observability don't care simplification was used both on the sepcombinational optimization techniques have some limitations arate networks and for the single network generated after the and are not powerful enough to exploit the potential of this new obvious peripheral retiming.) For example, if we consider adapproach in sequential design (better results would be obtained der-comp we see that the final circuit has only half the number with a combinational optimization program that exploits obof literals as the initial circuit and one register compared to five servability don't care conditions, and that takes a more global in the initial circuit. The version of adder-comp described in view of the logic while restructuring the circuit), and 2 ) some this table is a 4-b implementation. The combinational circuit circuits (pipelined data paths) have inherently no potential for generated by peripheral retiming was small enough that MISII further optimization using these techniques. Our current expewas able to collapse the circuit and simplify it. When the same riences are limited to the circuits that we had access to and the experiment was run with an 8-b version, no improvement was Combinational logic optimization techniques available to us. NO seen even though we could design a functionally equivalent cirgeneralizations can be made about the utility of these techcuit of half the size. While MIS11 was able to see the logical niques for other circuits, or with other combinational resyndependencies in the smaller 4-b version, it was not PowerfLil thesis methods (including human designers). The theoretical enough to exploit the additional information given to it in the framework for register migration that we have provided is comlarger 8-b version. This result gives further support to the conplete and can be used with any arbitrary combinational opticlusions of Section IV-4. I . mization techniques and circuits. In this paper we have It has been suggested that hardware generated by high-level considered only area optimization in the resynthesis phase. The synthesis systems might have a suboptimal initial register placeapplication of these ideas towards performance optimization of ment, and these techniques would be useful in that environment sequential circuits has been reported separately 11 1 I. APPENDIX Theorem I : A circuit that undergoes a peripheral retiming and a subsequent legal retiming is equivalent to the original circuit.
Proof Let C, be the original circuit and C2 be the peripherally retimed circuit obtained with retiming r . Let ai and 0, be the number of registers at the ith input and j t h output pin in C2. Let C3 be the circuit obtained after combinational resynthesis, @, on the interior combinational logic and let C, be the circuit obtained after a legal retiming 1 on C3.
Let a ",," = I min (0, a , ) I over all a, and let p,,, = I min (0, p,) I over all 4,. Consider the circuit C, obtained from C, by adding amin registers at each input pin and p,,, registers at each output pin. C, = delay ( C , , amin + i.e., given an inputoutput vector sequence ( 4 , (3) for C,, the input sequence 4 results in the output sequence (3 delayed by amin + Pmin cycles in C,. Let C6 be the circuit obtained by retiming C, with r. This is a peripheral retiming of C, with a,' = ai + a,,, and 0 ; = / 3, + p,,,. Note that this is a legal retiming since there are no negative registers, as CY,' and 6,' are non-negative and there are no other registers in the circuit. Here we will take recourse to the results in [9] that show functional equivalences with legal retimings to claim that C, is equivalent to C,., Combinational resynthesis, @, of the interior combinational logic of c6, resulting in the circuit C,, obviously does not change its functionality since none of the functions of any primary outputs or register inputs are changed by this. Now, retiming 1 is applied to C, to result in C,. Note that since 1 was a legal retiming for C, it must result in at least a,,, registers at each input pin and pmi, registers at each output pin. Also, by transitivity, C8 is equivalent to C,. Hence, C, = delay ( C , , a,,, + omin). Let C, be obtained from C8 by removing a,,, registers from each input pin and om,, registers from each output pin. Thus C9 = delay ( C , , 0), i.e., C9 is equivalent to C,. Note that C9 is identical to C, because the same resynthesis @ and final retiming I were applied in order to obtain them, ensuring that they have the same gate and register netlists. Thus C, is equivalent to C,. 0 Theorem 2: A sequential network has a peripheral retiming if and only if its path weight matrix is satisfiable.
Proof: If Part: Let the a,'s and pj's be the integers that satisfy the path weight matrix. The following lemma is used to aid the proof.
Lemma I : For a non-U0 vertex 1' in the communication graph, let f , ( U ) = a, -Cpu[h,,-,,. w ( e ) , where i, is some ith input pin and there is path from this pin to 11. f , ( U ) is independent of i.
Proof: Let i, and i2 be two inputs each with a path to vertex U . Then:
Let z' have a path to some output o , (it must have a path to some output pin). The weight along the path from I J to o , is C w ( e ) .
wath/,-r,i 'Functional equivalence here is subject to being able to get the two circuits in equivalent states. The problem of' finding equivalent states for the original and retimed circuits has been looked at in [ 161 and is discussed in Section I l l .
The path from i, to o , has weight
The path from iz to o , has weight Subtracting (5) from (6) yields Rearranging, we obtain Using the result of the previous lemma, the following lemma completes the proof for this part.
Lemma 2: The following lag function, L , , ( v ) , results in a peripheral retiming: a) L , ( u ) = a, -Cpath,,-,, w ( e ) for each internal vertex; and b) L,,( U ) = 0 for each U0 pin where ai is the a associated with the input i which has a path to vertex U , and ~p a t h ; , -r , w ( e ) is the weight of any path from input i to U .
Proof: A peripheral retiming requires L ( U ) = 0 for each I/O pin, which is satisfied by the above definition of L,,( U ) . In addition, w ( e ) must be 0 for each internal edge e. Each edge weight in the retimed circuit can be expressed as follows:
where ~ ( e , , , ) is the weight of the edge from U to 21. L ( U ) can be expressed in terms of any a, such that there is a path from the ith input to vertex U . Any such i suffices because L ( u ) is independent of i by Lemma 1 .
If a path exists from input i to vertex U , then there is a path from input i to vertex U , and L ( U ) can be expressed in terms of input i: -w(e,,,.) pathr, -U so the weight of the edge in the retimed circuit can be expressed as follows:
Thus the specified lag function results in the desired edge weights for the internal and peripheral edges that are required On/y ifpart: It suffices to show that a circuit with a peripheral retiming has a satisfiable path weight matrix. A circuit with a peripheral retiming has an integral (possibly negative) number of registers, a,, at the ith input and an integral (possibly negative) number of registers, p,, at the j t h output, and no registers on any of the internal edges. Regardless of the path chosen, the number of registers between the ith input and t h e j t h output is ai + p, (if a path exists). This is the ( i , j )th entry of the path weight matrix. Thus the path weight matrix is satisfied by these by the peripheral retiming. where edge eu,, is from vertex U to vertex ZJ and L is the lag function.
Let us consider an internal edge and the lag function given in the statement of the lemma: to be non-negative, w ( e ,,,,) + sp( Z J ) -sp( U ) L 0 or sp( U ) I w ( eL,,,) + s p ( 21). This is obviously true since the weight of the shortest path from U to an output pin can be no more than w ( e,,,,) + sp( U), or the shortest path would be the edge ( U , U ) followed by the shortest path from Z J to an output pin. Thus this retiming results in all internal edges having nonnegative weights. Now consider an output edge. Thus the specified retiming is legal since all resulting edge
Only ifpurr: If the resulting retiming is legal, then each edge weight in the retimed graph is non-negative. Thus the path weight between an input pin and an output pin must be nonnegative. Retiming cannot change the path weight between an input pin and an output pin. Thus the path weight between an input pin and an output pin must have been non-negative before the retiming. Therefore, the communication graph was (and is) Theorem 4: Given a machine implementation MI with a STG G , with a state assignment SI, it is always possible to derive a machine M , with the same STG G , and a state assignment S2 by applying only a series of resynthesis and retiming operations on M I .
Proof Given MI we would like to obtain M , using only a series of resynthesis and retiming steps. Fig. 12(a) shows the schematic for M I . Since there is a one to one mapping between the states of MI and M2. it is possible to construct a circuit C such that given the code for a state of MI as input, the output is the code for the corresponding state in M,. Similarly, the inverse circuit C-' can be constructed that takes a state of M 2 as input, and outputs the code for the corresponding state in MI. Note that C followed by C-' is the identity circuit, i.e., for this circuit, the output is the same as the input. This construction is shown in Fig. 12(b) . The inputs to the state register are resynthesized as C followed by C-'. Now, the state register may be moved to between C and C-' by retiming as shown in Fig. 12(c). This circuit corresponds to the state assignments S2. Any other circuit corresponding to state assignment S, may be obtained by the resynthesis of interior combinational logic. 
